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Art is having a wild affair with murder in this breathtaking, inventive tale from the best-selling author of the
exotic White Ninja and chilling Second Skin. Racing from the marbled precincts of New York's uptown
museum scene to the fashionable galleries and lofts of Soho to a gated Mafia mansion on the platinum coast
of Long Island, at top speed this Lustbader novella takes appraiser Tess Chase, a no-nonsense woman with a
taste for martial as well as fine arts, in pursuit of a long-lost painting by the Renaissance master Raphael. It
also entangles her in a case of deadly sibling rivalry between the heirs to the empire of the East Coast crime
boss Rocco Bravanno as it divides Tess's loyalties between the handsome, charismatic Anthony and his
stunning sister, Jackie, both of whom come by their lust for art and palate for murder naturally. Uncovering a
web of conspiracy and shifting alliances, Tess strives both to rescue the painting from its abductors and to
save the passionately unhappy Jackie from a miserable marriage to a man with betrayal in his blood. More
than a Raphael is at stake in this murderous tale of envy and revenge. Only Tess has yet to learn who the real
traitor is. And ignorance is not bliss.
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From reader reviews:

Roger Sowa:

What do you concerning book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what you problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy individual? If you
don't have spare time to do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have spare time? What
did you do? All people has many questions above. They have to answer that question since just their can do
which. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is right. Because start from on
kindergarten until university need this specific Art Kills to read.

Benjamin White:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the title Art Kills suitable to
you? Often the book was written by well known writer in this era. Typically the book untitled Art Killsis a
single of several books which everyone read now. This specific book was inspired a lot of people in the
world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new shape that you ever know prior to. The author
explained their plan in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to be aware of the core of this
guide. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So you can see the represented of
the world within this book.

Thomas Moore:

The publication with title Art Kills has a lot of information that you can understand it. You can get a lot of
profit after read this book. This specific book exist new expertise the information that exist in this
publication represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you with new era of the syndication. You can read the e-
book on your smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Jeff Jones:

Do you like reading a reserve? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book has been rare? Why
so many query for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes
looking at, not only science book but in addition novel and Art Kills or others sources were given
understanding for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel desire to read more and more.
Science book was created for teacher as well as students especially. Those books are helping them to put
their knowledge. In additional case, beside science e-book, any other book likes Art Kills to make your spare
time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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